
Ascension Jyotish Letter 02   15.9.2016 
 
 
The topic of exercise in previous letter was how you can question your own thoughts. 
 
 

Let’s review how to use thoughts. When you think a thought and let its impression echo in 
your mind, and observe what it stimulates forth… reactions that in any shape or form lean 
toward “either left or right”, in other words: I believe / don’t believe that… I can accept / 

cannot accept that… what a stressful and attractive / relaxing and 
revolting thought… that is logical / that is irrational… I have 
experienced such / have not experienced anything remotely 
resembling such… ALL and ANY such reactions are indication that 

some prejudice or preconception or belief within you is trying to rise to surface and stop 
your thinking process, prevent your conscious thinking from penetrating deeper into truth. 

 
 

In the previous letter, was this thought: “identity is just an unquestioned, loose assumption.” 
 
 
Now consider this: who is it, exactly, experiencing life in the physical body? 
 
 
If you are used to thinking that “it is me”… but in fact you cannot with full certainty say “who” is that 
“me”… then who are we talking about, exactly? 
 
Let me tell you a little story, which is true. 
 
In 2003 me and Anneli were living in the countryside, in the middle of forest in Finland. Our daily job was 
tending two fill-yourself gasoline stations in a nearby city. Daily we drove 28 kilometers to town and same 
distance back home, with our diesel-driven Mercedes Benz workhorse. On the day in question had for 
delayed filling up the diesel tank for a few days, so as we started back home we were almost running on 
fumes. We stopped to fill up: pop the cork, insert the pistol, squeeze until the tank was full. Close the cork, 
grab my receipt, start the car and off we go. We got as far as maybe 2 kilometers before the motor starting 
acting up, hiccupping and jolting and slowing down. Involved with my thoughts, I had not paid attention 
that I had filled the tank with gasoline, not diesel. So the car stopped running altogether and I let it roll to 
the roadside. I noticed another car coming up from behind and speeding impatiently past us, apparently he 
got frustrated of us blocking the way with our slow crawl. OK – one phonecall brought the towtruck which 
started hauling us towards home. 
 
And the point of the story comes here. Few kilometers forward we came to a crossing, where a car had 
driven onto a scooter. The car that had crashed, was the same one who had speeded past us earlier in 
frustration, when our car had stopped by the roadside. If that had not happened, our car would have been 
the first one to meet the scooter at the crossroads. Would we also have crashed? Impossible to know. But 
what is clear, however, is that because my ”laziness” had forced us to fill up the tank on this very day, 
before this very return trip… and because I had been preoccupied in my thoughts while filling up the tank… 
it was certain that  our car would slow down and halt and would offer the guy driving behind us an 
opportunity to get frustrated and accelerate his drive… and we would not be the first to reach the 
crossroads where the scooter apparently had “an appointment” with SOMEONE… and in this case it was 
not going to be us. 



So, who are we talking about? I  talked about “my laziness”… but was it “mine” or was it “just laziness” 
working its influence in me? I talked about being “preoccupied in my thoughts”… but were they really “my 
thoughts”… was it really “me” thinking those thoughts… or was it “just thoughts” working their effect upon 
me, grabbing my attention in a way that would cause this event to unfold the way it did? And from my own 
personal viewpoint, is it really possible for me to understand or explain what actually happened? I don’t 
think so. 
 
So – WHO are we really talking about? 
 
In Vedic Jyotish astrology, the “planets” are called “graha” in Sanskrit – and “graha” means “grabber”… so 
we are really talking about energies of awareness that  grab your attention in specific ways, to provide the 
challenges you need to experience in order to grow and expand your awareness. 
 
Here is the next exercise in how to use your thoughts. 
Try the following thought, and remember: not right, not left… just in the middle: 
 
 

”Life is what lives itself in me and through me.” 
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    you think in secret 
   and it comes to pass 
   environment is but your  
   looking-glass 

 
                              ~ ~ James Allen 
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